List of registered media attendees at Chandigarh City Dialogue on Air Quality and Transportation Challenge: An Agenda for Action

Chandigarh, May 24, 2013

1. Aamir Hussain, Reporter, **ABP News**
2. Amar Giri, Reporter, **Desh Sewak**
3. Ashish Sharma, Cameraman, **ABP News**
4. Ashwani Rana, Trainee Photographer, **The Times of India**
5. Bharat Aggarwal, Reporter, **Punjab Kesari**
6. D.M. Nair, Editorial Coordinator, **Daily Post**
7. Deepak Arora, Photographer, **Amar Ujala**
8. Deepak Kumar, Photojournalist, **Aaj Samaj**
9. Gurinder Singh, Photojournalist, **Ajit**
10. Harinder Singh Nagpal, Bureau Chief, **TV 24**
11. Jaswinder Sharma, Reporter and cameraman, **Chandigarh Updates**
12. Khushboo Sandhu, Special Correspondent, **The Indian Express**
13. Komal Gulani, Reporter, **The Times of India**
14. Manjit Singh, Chief Photographer, **Dainik Savera**
15. Muniah Puri, Associate Producer, **PTC news**
16. Nishu Mahajan, Chief Reporter, **The Pioneer**
17. Om Raturi, Chief Reporter, **Dainik Jagran**
18. Pardeep Sharma, Cameraman, **Shree News**
19. Praveen Kumar Dixit, Senior Cameraman, **ABP News**
20. Ravinder Singh, **DD Chandigarh**
21. Ritika Jha Palial, **The Tribune**
22. Rubi, Photojournalist, **UConnectt**
23. S. Chandan, Senior photojournalist, **The Tribune**
24. Sarvesh Kumar, Principal Correspondent, **Amar Ujala**
25. Sarwan Kumar, Photographer, **Punjab Kesari**
26. Shailee Dogra, Senior Correspondent, **Hindustan Times**
27. Syed Hashim Noor Najmi, Staff Correspondent, **Daily Post**
28. Tejinder Sharma, Chief Photographer, **Desh Sewak**
29. Vidur Sharma, Reporter, **Day and Night News**
30. Vivek Gupta, Reporter, **The Tribune**
31. Yograj Sharma, **Dainik Bhaskar**
32. Ravinder Bawa, Trainer, **ABP News**